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Overview

Learning Intention:

• Fostering higher expectations for all learners to accelerate 
student achievement 

I can statements:

• I can participate in problem solving protocols.

• I can share strategies for teaching problem 
solving.



Turn and Talk

What strategies and/or resources 
are you currently using to teach 
problem solving in your 
classroom?



The primary goal of problem solving is

making sense of mathematics!.



Key Words:

Key words are NOT a viable strategy for solving word 

problems. Instead, we want students to make sense of 

problems and make use of their understanding to solve the 

problems. Moreover, research tells us that the use of key 

words as a strategy for solving problems adds to our 

students' inability to solve problems.



Mathematical Process Standard #1

Make sense of problems and persevere in solving them.

a. Relate a problem to prior knowledge.
b. Recognize there may be multiple entry points to a   

problem and more than one path to a solution.
c. Analyze what is given, what is not given, what is being   

asked, and what strategies are needed, and make an   
initial attempt to solve a problem. 

d. Evaluate the success of an approach to solve a problem 
and refine it if necessary. 



What does it look like when students make 
sense of problems?

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kibaFBgaPx4

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kibaFBgaPx4


Math SCCCR Standards Progression (K-1)

2.MDA.7 Solve real-world/story problems involving dollar bills 

using the $ symbol or involving quarters, dimes, nickels, and 

pennies using the ¢ symbol.

K.ATO.2 Solve real-world/story problems using objects and 

drawings to find sums up to 10 and differences within 10.



Many students think word problems are hard!



Why are word problems so hard?

Issue #1: Reading Levels (Student’s Level)

“...mathematics text contain more concepts per 
sentence and paragraph than any other type 

of text. They are written in a very compact 
style; each sentence contains a lot of 
information, with little redundancy.”

● Barton & Heideman, 2002



Why are word problems so hard?

Issue #2: Answer-Getting Mind Sets



Why are word problems so hard?

Issue #3: Over simplification of the problem solving process
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Key Messages

The teacher’s role as 
facilitator is crucial in the 
delivery of an effective 
problem-solving experience.





District Problem Solving Protocol





Strategy #1             Read Protocol

● 1st Read: Read for key ideas. (understanding) 
● Students read or listen to the problem to 

understand the math. 

No pencils…



Read Protocol

● 2nd Read: Read to understand the math.
● Students read to make sense of what is 

happening. What are some of the numbers 
represented in the problem? What do the 
numbers mean?



Read Protocol

● 3rd Read: Read to make a plan.
● Students read to make a plan on solving the 

problem. What is the question? How can I solve 
this problem? Are there manipulatives that I 
can use?



Read Protocol in Action



Read Protocol in Action

There were 8 apples were on 

the table. Bob ate 2 apples. 

How many apples are on the 

table now?



Think-Pair-Share

➢ What are some benefits of a 
3 Read Protocol in a math 
classroom?



12 Strategies for Understanding Word Problems
By Christine King

❑ A Line at a 

Time

❑What is the 

Question



A line at a Time

Word problems are revealed one sentence 
at a time. As each line is revealed have 
students discuss and visualize the 
information and how that information 
connects to what they already know.



A line at a Time

Jake picks 6 apples.

Visualize



A line at a Time

Visualize

Then, he picks 4 more apples.



A line at a Time

Visualize

How many apples did he pick in all?



A line at a Time

Jake picks 6 apples.
Then, Then, he picks 4 more apples. 
How many apples did he pick in all?



A line at a Time
There were 6 girls on the playground.

Visualize



A line at a Time

Visualize

After lunch, 2 boys joined them.



A line at a Time

Visualize

How many children are on the playground now?



A line at a Time

There were 6 girls on the playground. After 
lunch, 2 boys joined them. How many 
children are on the playground now?



Think-Pair-Share

➢ What are some benefits of A 
Line At A Time?



What is the Question?

Take a word problem and remove the 
question. Students come up with questions 
that could be answered based upon the 
context or situation.



What is the Question?

A monkey eats 4 bananas for breakfast. He eats 3 
bananas for lunch.

Jane had 7 cookies. She gave some to her sister. 
She now has 3 cookies.



Think-Pair-Share

➢ What are some benefits of using What is the 
Question Protocol?



Graphic Organizers & Problem Solving



Beginning, Middle, End Strategy 
➢ Mia had 4 jellybeans. Ruth gave her 3 more.  How many jellybeans did 

Mia have in all?



Think-Pair-Share

➢ How can graphic organizers help 
students' problem solve? 

➢ Are there other graphic organizers that your 
school is currently using to help with 
problem solving?
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When children Practice effective problem-solving 
Strategies, they reap many benefits:

● apply, understand and practice 
skills in context;

● collaborate with others to develop 
new strategies; 

● formulate and test their own 
explanations;

● communicate their explanations 
and listen to others’ explanations;

● use flexible representations to help 
them solve problems.



How do we find additional problem 
solving tasks for students?

All K-5 Math units include at 
least 1 problem solving task.



Take a moment to think about 
your experience today.

Choose one discussion starter 
to share your thoughts.

Discussion starters

I think…

It reminds me of...

I predict…

I noticed…

I like…



Contact Information
Dr. Bonita Manning-White (bonitamanningwhite@gmail.com)



Please 

complete 

the 

Survey
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